Highly improved light extraction with a reduced spectrum distortion of organic light-emitting diodes composed by the sub-visible wavelength nano-scale periodic (≈250 nm) structure and micro-lens array
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A B S T R A C T
Out-coupling enhanced organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) with micro-lens arrays and a nano-scale periodic light-extraction structure—a photonic crystal (PC)—utilizing laser interference lithography (LIL) are demonstrated. Generally, PC-based OLEDs suffer from a distorted and shifted spectrum, despite a highly improved intensity. However, in this study, we demonstrate PC-based OLEDs with a distortion-free spectrum and a highly improved out-coupling performance. It was found that spectrum distortion decreased with the pitch size of the PC. The PC-based OLED with a 250 nm pitch size showed a dramatically reduced spectral shift: International Commission on Illumination 1931 color coordinate of (ΔD0.00, ΔD0.00) and Δpeak wavelength of 0 nm as compared with the reference. Simultaneously, the external quantum efficiency and the power efficiency were enhanced by up to 178% and 264%, respectively, as compared with the reference. Moreover, through the LIL, simple and maskless processes were achieved for a light-extraction structure over a large area.

1. Introduction

Recently, organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) have been studied for outstanding display [1] and solid-state lighting [2] owing to their low power consumption, fast response time, excellent color reproduction, and good physical features such as low thickness, lightness, flexibility, and transparency. Despite the rapid development of OLEDs, problems remain. Although it has been reported that almost 100% internal quantum efficiency (ηIQE) was theoretically achieved [3], many issues on the light-out-coupling efficiency (ηout) of 20% at most have remained. This phenomenon is generated by the waveguide effect and the total internal reflection attributed to the difference in the refractive indexes among the organic materials (norg ≈ 1.7), indium tin oxide (ITO) (nITO ≈ 1.8), glass substrate (nsubstrate ≈ 1.5), and air (nair ≈ 1) [4]. Due to this low ηout, it is need to increase operation voltage and current density that make the degradation of OLEDs device became much faster.

To overcome this issue, various approaches to enhance the out-coupling of the OLEDs have become a major topic in OLED research. These studies are divided into two themes. Studies on the light extraction from the substrate to the air, including a micro-lens array (MLA) [5–8], brightness-enhancement film [9], high refractive index substrate [10], and scattering layer [11], have been reported. The
out-coupling enhancement that occurs in the stack of materials above the substrate has also been studied, which contained a low-index grid [12], aperiodic dielectric mirrors [13], buckle structure [14], photonic crystal (PC) structures [15,16], an aerogel layer [17], and a patterned ITO [18]. Nevertheless, these methods sometimes suffer from disadvantages such as complex and very expensive fabrication process, low yield or limited enhancement [19], angular dependence [13], and distorted and shifted spectra [16,20]. In particular, the out-coupling enhancement technique that uses the PC structure has been reported as an effective method owing to its simple and highly improved intensity even top OLEDs using the resonance of emission wave [15,16,25]; however, the PC-structure OLEDs generally have a strong distorted spectrum [16,20,21], which limits their application as light sources and in displays. Thus far, PC structures for light extraction have been mostly fabricated by techniques such as nano-imprint lithography [22] and electron-beam lithography [23]. These methods involve high costs and are not suitable for large-area fabrication.

In this study, we demonstrate high-efficiency distortion-free spectrum OLEDs using PC and MLA. The PC structure is fabricated by laser interference lithography (LIL), which enables simple and cost-intensive manufacturing for a maskless and largely scalable process. We obtain a very significant result using a 250 nm pitch size PC-based OLED with MLA. As compared with the reference, the external quantum efficiency (EQE) improves by 178%. Moreover, in spite of the PC-based OLEDs, it shows distortion-free performance in the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) 1931 color coordinate as (ΔD0.00, ΔE0.00) and a 0 nm peak wavelength shift from the reference.

2. Experiment

Fig. 1 shows the entire OLEDs fabrication process. To fabricate the patterned substrate, first, the 500 nm-thick SiO2 deposited Eagle XG glass (Corning, Inc.) was cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with acetone, methanol, and deionized water and dried in an oven. For better adhesion of the photoresist (PR), hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) was spin coated on the SiO2 surface, and the PR (AR-N 4240:AR 300-12 = 1:1, Allresist Co., Ltd.) was subsequently spin coated for 40 s at 4000 rpm and annealed on a hot plate for soft baking. LIL was performed on the samples using a Lloyd’s mirror interferometer, under air atmosphere schematically shown in Fig. 2.

The laser is a frequency-doubled Ar-ion laser with a wavelength of 257 nm and a power of 0.14 mW/cm2, measured by an optical power energy meter (1936-C, Newport Co., Ltd.). To create the PR hole patterns, the samples were exposed twice with a 90° rotation for 85 s, annealed on a hot plate for post baking, and developed using an exclusive developer (AR 300-47, Allresist Co., Ltd.). The periodicity, i.e., P of the PR pattern (called the pitch size) was determined by

\[ P = \frac{\lambda}{2 \sin \theta} \]  

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the laser, and \( \theta \) is the incident angle of the laser beam with the sample [24]. By changing the value of \( \theta \) from 13° to 30°, pitch size control from 550 nm to 250 nm was achieved. Next, the SiO2 was dry etched using CF4 plasma by reactive ion etching, using the patterned PR as an etching mask. Then, the PR was removed using an exclusive PR remover and O2 plasma treatment. The nano-patterned substrates showed slightly decreased transmittance (−5 to 0% at visible wavelength) than Eagle XG glass.

In the second step, radio-frequency sputter was used to deposit the ITO transparent anode with a thickness of 200 nm and a sheet resistance of 35 Ω/sq. Then, the MLA (prototype MLA sheet, MNtech. Co., Ltd.) was attached to the glass side of the substrate opposite the ITO. The OLEDs, with an active area of 4 × 4 mm, were fabricated by a thermal evaporator in high vacuum (≈2 × 10⁻⁶ Torr). And the devices were consisted of 60 nm of N,N'-bis(naphthalene-1-yl)-N,N'-bis(phenyl)-benzidine as the hole transport layer, 80 nm of tris(8-hydroxy-quinolinato) aluminum as the emission layer, 0.8 nm-thick lithium fluoride as the electron injection layer, and 100 nm-thick aluminum as the cathode. The deposition rates of all organic materials and metals were ≈1 Å/s and ≈5 Å/s, respectively. To
compare the performance of the OLEDs, we fabricated 12 types of devices through a three-batch process according to the pitch size, namely, non-nano-patterned devices without and with MLA and nano-patterned devices without and with MLA on the pitch. As conventional and reference devices, Ref.-1, Ref.-2, and Ref.-3 were fabricated without nano-patterns. Ref.-1 + MLA, Ref.-2 + MLA, and Ref.-3 + MLA were fabricated without nano-patterns but with MLA. For Device-1, Device-2, and Device-3, the substrate pattern sizes were 550, 350, and 250 nm, respectively. For Device-1 + MLA, Device-2 + MLA, and Device-3 + MLA, the pattern sizes of the devices were respectively similar to the previous devices, and MLA was attached at the same time. The structures of the OLEDs are shown in Fig. 3, where (a) shows the non-nano-patterned devices and (b) shows the nano-patterned devices with MLA, which have a corrugated structure with periodic SiO2 pattern.

Finally, the electroluminescence (EL) characteristics of the fabricated OLEDs were measured using a spectroradiometer (PR-670 SpectraScan, Photo Research, Inc.) and a high-voltage source measurement unit (Model 237, Keithley Instruments, Inc.) in a dark box without any passivation layer under an air condition and at room temperature.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 3c shows the electrical characteristics of the device and reference. As corrugated structure by PC-structure seen Fig. 3b, the plot of current density as a function of the voltage shows decreased the operation voltage [14]. In addition, nano-patterned device shows good performance more than reference for light extraction. At the same time, any decrease or changes about luminance and current density did not found during the operation.

Fig. 4 shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the 550, 350 and 250 nm patterned substrate. The inset in Fig. 4 shows the photographic image of the nano-patterned 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm glass substrate. As mentioned earlier, the PC-based OLEDs suffer from a distorted spectrum [20,21]. The inset in Fig. 4 shows the distortion of the light through the rainbow effect at the sample surface. Nevertheless, when the pitch size was decreased to 250 nm, the rainbow effect can be barely seen, which means that using a pitch size of less than half the emissive wavelength, PC-based OLEDs with reduced spectrum distortion can be fabricated [17].

Fig. 5 shows the EL spectra of the fabricated PC-based OLEDs. Table 1 shows the summarized spectral analysis. Fig. 5a shows the EL spectra of the PC-based OLED with a 550 nm pitch size. Device-1 and Device-1 + MLA show lesser distortion spectrum: Δpeak wavelength = −2 nm and ΔCIE’ 1931 = (0.00, +0.01). Δpeak wavelength = −8 nm and ΔCIE’ 1931 = (−0.01, 0.00). In the 550-nm pitch-size PC OLED, the spectrum distortion is relatively low. Due to the low PC effect by the wide pitch oriented much smoother surface during isotropic RIE process of the 550 nm pitch-size PC OLEDs, the 550 nm pitch-size PC OLED shows relatively low spectrum distortion. Fig. 5b shows the EL spectra of the PC-based OLED with a 350 nm pitch size.
The Device-2 spectrum was too distorted to reflect the shape of Ref.-2: Δpeak wavelength = +60 nm and ΔCIE' 1931 = (+0.06, +0.02). However, the Device-2 + MLA spectrum was considerably restored: Δpeak wavelength = +12 nm and ΔCIE' 1931 = (+0.02, +0.01). The MLA works as a light extraction layer for the trapped light in the substrate mode by refractive index matching, and the hemispheric shape induces high out-coupling of the MLA/air interface, reducing the distortion. On the other hand, Fig. 5c shows that Device-3 has much reduced spectrum shift and distortion except at around 500 nm: Δpeak wavelength = −6 nm and ΔCIE' 1931 = (−0.01, −0.01). Device-3 + MLA shows an almost similar spectrum with the reference. As compared with Device-2, the difference in the distortion can be easily observed. The distortion decreases evidently. Moreover, when the MLA is attached to the OLED (Device-3 + MLA), the spectrum almost matches that of the reference (Δpeak wavelength = 0 nm and ΔCIE' 1931 = (0.00, 0.00), which is negligible). Thus, it indicates more enhanced performance than the samples with different pitch sizes. As the pitch size is reduced, the spectral distortion is reduced, followed by EL efficiency enhancement. Further improvement is expected with the reduction in the pitch size of the PC structure and the optimized pitch depth. This pitch-size-dependent property of the spectral distortion and EL performance indicates the possibility of realizing high-efficiency OLEDs lightings using a high-throughput nano-scale structure fabrication process. Fig. 6 shows the spectra on the angle dependent measurement regarding reference and 250 nm pitch-size device. The measurement was conducted from 0° to the 60° interval with 15° without MLA. In the case of reference, the
shape was relatively regular but in the case of device, it shows the spectrum variation as the viewing angle as other PC-based OLEDs. Nonetheless, measurement at 0° with MLA shows distortion free spectrum distribution seen Fig. 5c.

The performances of the devices with a pitch size of 250 nm which spectrum are similar with reference are shown in Fig. 7, which consists of the devices with and without the MLA.

Table 2 presents the summary of the device performance. Although the nano-patterned devices shows much wider light distribution than Lambertian profile, due to limited measurement conditions the presented values were calculated assuming Lambertian emission. Fig. 7a shows the EQE as a function of the current density. The EQEs are 1.13% (Ref.-3) and 1.79% (Device-3) for the devices with no MLA whereas those with the MLA are 2.11% Ref.-3 + MLA and 3.15% (Device-3 + MLA) at 100 mA/cm². The out-coupling process divided into two steps of the increasing the glass mode by nano-patterned substrate and the extracting the glass mode light into air mode by MLA. The Device-3 (nano-patterned substrate) shows 58% enhancement of EQE than that of Ref.-3. That means the glass and air mode are increased by the diffraction on the nano-pattern. However, in the case of Ref.-3 + MLA, device only applied MLA, it recorded 86% enhancement. We assumed that the prototype MLA (hemisphere height is ~50 μm, diameter is ~70 μm and MLA total thickness is 0.33 mm) by MNtech Co., Ltd. play an important role to record high improvement. The Device-3 + MLA shows the best performance. The EQE was enhanced by 178% as compared with that of Ref.-3 and was increased.

![Fig. 6.](image)

(a) EL intensity of reference as a function of the wavelength. (b) EL intensity of 250 nm pitch-size device as a function of the wavelength. Both are measured at angles of 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° without MLA.

![Fig. 7.](image)

(a) EQE as a function of the current density of the nano-patterned device with a pitch size of 250 nm and references. (b) PE as a function of the luminance. In both (a) and (b), the solid symbols represent the performance of the devices without MLA, and the open symbols indicate the performance of the devices with MLA.
by 49% as compared with that of the Ref.-3 + MLA. The results show that, using MLA, the EQEs of all devices are enhanced as compared with that of the device with only a nanostructure. In addition, comparing the effect of applying MLA, since the light in the air mode was already extracted by nano-pattern in the Device-3 + MLA, the improvement factor of 49% were relatively lower than that of Ref.-3 + MLA (86%).

Fig. 7b shows the power efficiency (PE) as a function of luminance. The PEs at a luminance of 3000 cd/m$^2$ are 1.39 lm/W (Ref.-3), 2.49 lm/W (Device-3), 3.01 lm/W (Ref.-3 + MLA), and 5.07 lm/W (Device-3 + MLA). Device-3 + MLA shows the best performance of 5.07 lm/W—an improvement of 264% as compared with that of Ref.-3. Meanwhile, over 100% enhancement of Ref.-3 + MLA is just not from the MLA, the corrugated nano-structure also effects an improvement of the PE. Because the structure decreased the operation voltage of the device, the PE could be enhanced.

In terms of the pitch size, the enhanced efficiency is different.

Fig. 8 shows the improvement factor as compared with the reference (non-nano-patterned) in terms of the pitch size. In the OLEDs with no MLA, at a 550 nm pitch size, the device shows less distorted spectrum but shows the lowest improvement factor of EQE and PE. This is interpreted as the less corrugated structure as compared with that of the low-pitch-size sample, similarity between the pitch size and the wavelength of the extracted light, and as decreased air-mode light. In the devices with MLA, the EQEs of all devices are enhanced as compared with those with no MLA. This phenomenon shows that the MLA extracted the glass mode light increased by the PC structure. In particular, the 250 nm-pitch PC-based OLED shows the most enhanced performance at 178%. In the case of the PE, the plot for the devices with MLA shows enhanced performance as compared with that without MLA. For the 350 and 250 nm pitch-size devices with MLA, the improvement factor surged over 200%.

These results indicate that the nano-scale pattern plays an important role in increasing the out-coupling efficiency and reducing the distortion. Owing to this structure, the light path can be changed, possibly reducing the non-emissive waveguide mode; thus, light can be out-coupled outside the substrate. Moreover, we confirm that the device with low pitch size shows a distortion-free spectrum. When the MLA is attached, the efficiency increases because of the extraction of the light trapped in the PC structure substrate by refractive index matching and because of the out-coupling of light to the air owing to the hemispheric shape. In addition, by using the MLA, the spectrum distortion is minimized. These results indicate that low pitch-size PC-based OLEDs can be fabricated as corrugated-structure OLEDs with a distortion-free spectrum and high efficiency.

### Table 2

Performance of the 250 nm pitch size patterned OLEDs and the references.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>EQE (%) at 100 m A/cm</th>
<th>EQE improvement factor</th>
<th>PE (Im/W) at 3000 cd/m$^2$</th>
<th>PE improvement factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compared to</td>
<td>Compared to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ref.-3 (%)</td>
<td>Ref.-3 + MLA (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.-3</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device-3</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>+58</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>+79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.-3 + MLA</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>+86</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>+116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device-3 + MLA</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>+178 +49%</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>+264 +68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Improvement factor of the device by changing the pitch size from 550 nm to 250 nm as compared with the reference with no PC structure and MLA.
4. Conclusions

In conclusion, by using a PC structure with a pitch size smaller than half of the emissive wavelength, we have demonstrated the high efficiency spectral distortion-free OLEDs using LIL-processed PC and MLA. Unlike the conventional method of fabricating periodic patterns, such as the E-beam lithography and imprinting, with the simple LIL process, the fabrication cost was lower. At the same time, the patterning process was maskless and suitable for large-scale fabrication. According to the pitch size, we found that the efficiency improvement and spectrum distortion were different. The corrugated structure of the OLEDs, the PC structure of the substrate, and the MLA affected these characteristics. In particular, the demonstrated performance of the devices with a 250 nm pitch size PC and MLA showed a distortion-free spectrum and more enhanced characteristics than the PC-based OLEDs with different sizes, achieving an EQE of up to 178% and a PE of 264%. Thus, we have developed a technology for efficiency-enhanced OLEDs (which overcome the disadvantage of the PC structure), which required low cost and a large-area process using the enhanced OLEDs as lighting sources. Also the effect of the ratio between hole and fixed pitch size, the influence of the under 250 nm pitch size pattern on efficiency and applications for top OLEDs are to be studied as a future research.
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